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PAPER

Wireless Recharging Sensor Networks Cross-Layer Optimization
Based on Successive Interference Cancellation∗
Juan XU†,†† , Xingxin XU† , Xu DING†,††a) , Lei SHI†,†† , and Yang LU†,†† , Nonmembers

SUMMARY In wireless sensor networks (WSN), communication interference and the energy limitation of sensor nodes seriously hamper the
network performance such as throughput and network lifetime. In this paper,
we focus on the Successive Interference Cancellation (SIC) and Wireless
Energy Transmission (WET) technology aiming to design a heuristic power
control algorithm and an efficient cross-layer strategy to realize concurrency
communication and improve the network throughput, channel utilization ratio and network lifetime. We realize that the challenge of this problem is
that joint consideration of communication interference and energy shortage makes the problem model more complicated. To solve the problem
efficiently, we adopt link scheduling strategy, time-slice scheduling scheme
and energy consumption optimization protocol to construct a cross-layer
optimization problem, then use an approximate linearization method to
transform it into a linear problem which yields identical optimal value and
solve it to obtain the optimal work strategy of wireless charging equipment
(WCE). Simulation results show that adopting SIC and WCE can greatly improve communication capability and channel utilization ratio, and increase
throughput by 200% to 500% while prolonging the network lifetime.
key words: concurrency communication, successive interference cancellation, power control, charging strategy, cross-layer optimization

1.

Introduction

With the growing maturity of wireless communication, sensing and microelectronic technology, wireless sensor networks (WSN) are widely used in environmental monitoring,
target tracking, medical care and so on [1]–[5]. However,
widespread communication interference limits the network
throughput, which seriously affects the performance of communications in WSN. In addition, each sensor node is usually powered by its battery, but the energy of the battery is
severely restricted by the size and cost of the node. Thus,
communication interference and energy issues seriously affect the performance and development of WSN.
In traditional wireless network transmission, collisions
occur when multiple nodes transmit data to the same node
simultaneously. This will lead to the discard or retransmission of conflict packets, which will affect the efficiency
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and real-time performance of communication. Successive
Interference Cancellation (SIC) [6] is one of the most commonly used methods of interference management technology, which can effectively alleviate interference and achieve
concurrency communication. It breaks through the restraint
of traditional wireless communication technology for alleviating interference and increasing channel utilization and
network throughput. Unfortunately, this greatly increases
the energy consumption of nodes, and may cause more significant energy problems.
Solving the energy supply problem relies on two main
solutions: energy conservation and energy acquisition. For
energy conservation, scholars have done some preliminary
work to save energy to prolong the lifetime of WSN, such
as reducing the sensor nodes’ energy consumption [7]–[9].
Energy acquisition [10], [11] is to harvest energy from the
environment, such as sunlight, tides and winds. However,
the energy converter may not be applicable to some specific
work scenarios due to its large size. In recent years, Wireless Energy Transmission (WET) technology is a new direction to solve energy issues. A major breakthrough in WET
technology based on strongly coupled magnetic resonance
provides an improved approach for long distance wireless
transmission [12]. Therefore, some scholars propose that
wireless energy supply equipment should be employed to
charge nodes in WSN.
The wireless charging equipment (WCE) has already
been applied to wireless rechargeable sensor networks
(WRSN) in recent years, freely moving inside the networks
to charge nodes within its proximity [13]–[15]. Shi et al. [16]
consider employing a mobile charger (MC) with sufficient
energy to replenish energy for nodes periodically along the
shortest Hamiltonian path, and introduce renewable energy
cycle to study the working scheme of MC. As the charging
strategy is one of the most important functions of WRSN,
it has been studied by many researchers in different network
scenarios [17]–[19]. Guo et al. [20] propose a framework of
joint wireless energy replenishment and anchor-point with
mobile data gathering. Ref. [21] studies a balanced charging
strategy by minimizing the total service cost of limited energy MC. Chang et al. [22] firstly introduce the conception
and requirements of cyclic energy conservation in conditions
of WRSN and enhance the utility of charging achieved by
Cuckoo Search. Wei et al. [23] design a Clustering Hierarchical Routing Algorithm for WRSN based on K-means
method (K-CHRA) to reduce the energy consumption and
the data transmission delay.
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The above studies just consider the energy issues and
overlook interference management. Therefore, this paper
will further study the charging problem on the basis of considering interference management. The introduction of SIC
can further improve communication efficiency, but it will
also greatly increase the complexity of the original problem.
Time-slice scheduling scheme and energy consumption optimization protocol are adopted to solve this complexity. The
main contributions of this paper are listed below:
• We discuss the multi-node concurrency communication
conditions in single base station and single hop network
and design a power control algorithm based on SIC to
realize concurrency communication with less energy.
• By analyzing the working mode of wireless sensor
nodes and WCE, we discuss the corresponding dynamic
network model and constraints, then propose a crosslayer optimization problem with the objective of maximizing the vacation time ratio of WCE.
• Then we transform the original problem into a linear
model which yields the same objective value by using a near-optimal method. Subsequently, we obtain
the charging strategy of WCE and then evaluate the
communication performance in the WRSN while prolonging the network lifetime.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 describes the network scenario and designs the
power control algorithm and the cross-layer optimization
charging model. Section 3 constructs an optimization problem, then reformulates and solutes it by a near-optimal
method, followed by construction of initial charging cycle
in Sect. 4. In Sect. 5, we verify the performance by experimental simulations and obtain the controlled power and
charging strategy. Section 6 concludes this paper.
2.
2.1

Problem Description
System Model

The structure model of the single-hop WRSN in this paper
is shown in Fig. 1. We consider n sensor nodes randomly
distributed over a two-dimensional area and denote the set of
nodes as N = {1, 2, 3, · · · , n}. A fixed base station (B) and a
fixed service station (S) both with known location are placed
in the area [16], [19]. B is the sink node for all data generated
by the nodes, and S is a place where the WCE is maintained
after travelling all nodes and finishing a round of energy
replenishment. Denote D = {d i, j = (i, j) | i, j ∈ N } as a set
of distance, where d i, j represents the Euclidean distance of
nodes from node i to node j.
In the network, each node is equipped with the same
type of wireless rechargeable battery with the maximum
capacity of Emax and fully charged initially. Denote the
minimum energy at a sensor node as Emin (for it to be operational). The mobile WCE starts from the service station S
and travels all sensor nodes with speed of V (in m/s). When
it arrives at a sensor node, say i, it will spend the time of τi

Fig. 1

Structure model of the WRSN with WCE.

to charge its battery wirelessly. After τi , WCE leaves node i
and travels to the next node. Suppose that the power of each
node and the charging power of WCE are invariable. WCE
has enough energy to recharge all sensor nodes. WCE will
return to S to be served after visiting all the nodes. We call
this resting period vacation time, denoted as τvac . After this
vacation, WCE will start the next trip. Denote τ the time
for a trip cycle of WCE. Moreover, each node i sends data
directly to B with a rate of Ri (in b/s).
The communication channel is AWGN channel. The
channel capacity between B and nodes is large enough. And
the farthest node can communicate with the base station
normally. If multiple nodes could send data to B successfully
with SIC, the transmission power of each node must fulfil
certain conditions.
2.2
2.2.1

Principle of SIC
Basic Idea

SIC is a powerful physical layer technique based on signal
processing. In order to separate the signals transmitted by
nodes, the base station with the function of SIC always resolves and eliminates the strongest power signal from the
received mixed signals according to the power level, then
reorders the remaining mixed signals and starts a new iteration until the remaining signals fail to meet the certainly
analytical conditions or all signals are completely decoded.
SIC technology can be employed by the base station
to decode and receive each node’s signal according to its
power level. Each transmission power should be configured so that all signals satisfying certain conditions can be
resolved simultaneously. Consequently, this brings about a
large amount of energy consumption for nodes, which means
the higher requirement for energy.
Network paralysis may occur when most nodes fail due
to low energy. This can be avoided by using WCE to supplement energy for nodes. The charging time of each node
depends on its energy consumption which is related to power
in WRSN. The smaller the power, the shorter the charging
time. If the node sends data to the base station successfully,
it must have enough sending power. The sending power depends on its transmission rate and the distance from the base
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station. The minimum sending power of the node can be
obtained when the transmission rate and the distance from
the base station are known.
For SIC technology, it is difficult for each node to satisfy the threshold condition of simultaneous analysis without
power control. Based on this characteristic, a heuristic algorithm is designed to classify and receive signals in time
sharing, which is descried in detail below.
2.2.2

Power Control Algorithm

Considering the actual situation, only a small proportion of
nodes can transmit data to base station B successfully simultaneously. Thus, the nodes are divided into clusters. All
nodes in the same cluster can send data to B simultaneously
by controlling their power. In this part, the following three
points should be taken into consideration.
1. The power of node affects energy consumption and further affects charging time. To save energy of the sensor
node, the power should be as small as possible.
2. The transmitting power of the nodes should be large
enough to ensure that the base station successfully detects the signals sent by sensor nodes.
3. Data transmission failure can be caused by transmission
conflicts when multiple nodes send data to the base station simultaneously. To avoid this situation, the power
of each node should satisfy certain constraints.
Each node consumes energy during the process of data
collection, processing and transmission. Compared with
the data transmission process, the energy consumption of
data collection and processing is negligible. Suppose the
data generation rate of node i is f i (i ∈ N ), and its energy
consumption only for transmitting data. The actual sending
rate of the node i is Ri . There has Ri ≥ f i . Denote the
energy consumption rate of node i as Pi . In this paper, we
use the following energy consumption model [24]. Then we
have the relationship as follows:
Pi = Ci ∗ Ri

(1)

where Ci is a power factor indicating the energy consumption
rate for transmitting a unit of data form node i to B. Further,
in the model, Ci = ψ1 + ψ2 · d i,λ B , where d i, B is defined as the
distance between node i and B, λ is the path loss index, ψ1 is
a distance-independent constant term, and ψ2 is a coefficient
of the distance-dependent term. When node i sends data
with power of Pi , the receiving power at B for node i is gi Pi ,
where gi represents the power attenuation between the node
i and B when transmitting data. Then,

Suppose each node sends data by single hop with the
same channel bandwidth W . When multiple nodes send data
to B simultaneously, the signal to interference plus noise
power ratio of node i(SI N Ri ) must satisfy the following relation to be correctly decoded and received. Denote the signal
to interference plus noise power ratio of node i (SI N Ri ) as
σi . When multiple nodes send data to B simultaneously, σi
must satisfy the following relation to be correctly decoded
and received. Based on the principle of SIC, the constraint
can be computed as
σi =

gi Pi
N0 +

P

g j P j <gi Pi

g j Pj

≥ β

(i , j; i, j ∈ N )
(3)

where N0 is noise power, the sum portion indicates the aggregate receiving power of all nodes like node j that transmitting
data together with node i simultaneously, but the receiving
power is less than the receiving power of node i at B. The
receiving power larger than gi Pi will be priority decoded by
the base station B based on SIC. In other words, only nodes
whose receiving power at B more than gi Pi will cause interfere to the reception of signals which transmitted by node i
at B. At this point, if and only if σi ≥ β, the transmitted data
can be decoded by B, where β is the threshold of the signal
to interference plus noise power ratio. For threshold β, it is
required that β > 1 in most coding and decoding schemes.
If the node i sends data successfully, the channel capacity of node i is W log2 (1 + σi ), where σi can be obtained by
Eq. (3), and Ri should be less than or equal to the maximum
channel capacity during the whole transmission process. Because of σi ≥ β, Ri has the following constraint:
Ri ≤ W log2 (1 + β) ≤ W log2 (1 + σi )

(4)

Receiving power at the base station B depends on gi
and Pi , where gi depends on the distance between the node
and base station, and Pi is the transmission power of node i,
so we stipulate that the order of analysis of received signals
at B is determined by distance.
Theorem 1. Assuming that the distance from node i and
node j to base station is d i and d j respectively, node i is
known to send data to base station at time t with the power
of P. If node j sends data to base station simultaneously
with the same transmission power as node i, combining with
Eq. (2), then:
1

1. If d j < [ β(gi + NP0 )]− λ , node j can transmit data to the
base station at time t, and the data of node j must be
decoded before the data decoding of node i.

(2)

2. If d j > ( gβi − NP0 ) − λ , node j can transmit data to the
base station at time t, and the data of node j must be
decoded after the data decoding of node i.

where a is a constant term associated with transmitting antennas and it is normalized to facilitate discussion, that is,
a = 1.

3. If [ β(gi + NP0 )]− λ ≤ d j ≤ ( gβi − NP0 ) − λ , node j cannot transmit data to the base station and be decoded

gi = a ∗ d i,−λB

1

1

1
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successfully at time t.
From Theorem 1 we can draw a conclusion: the signal
near B is decoded first, and the signal far away from B is
decoded later. For example, suppose node i and node j send
data to B simultaneously, if d i ≥ d j , the data sent by node j
must be decoded by B before decoding the data sent by node
i. The proof is described as follows.
Proof. (1) If d i ≥ d j , there is g j ≥ gi . Assuming that base
station decodes the data of node i before decoding the data
of node j at time t. And the data from node j is regarded
as part of the interference when calculating SI N Ri . Then
iP
there is SI N Ri ≤ N0g+g
< ggij PP ≤ 1 < β. Therefore, the
jP
data from node i cannot be decoded, which is contradictory,
so the hypothesis is not valid.

We find that if the receiving power at the base station is
sorted according to the size: g1 P1 ≤ g2 P2 ≤ · · · ≤ gi Pi ≤
· · · ≤ gn Pn (i ∈ N ), the relationships between the different receiving power under the SIC conditions are listed as
follows:

g1 P1






g2 P2














g P
 n n

≥
≥
≥
..
.
≥

βN0
β(N0 + g1 P1 )
β(N0 + βN0 ) = β(1 + β)N0

(5)

β(1 + β) n−1 N0

Therefore, the minimum value of the received power
g1 P1 can be obtained to satisfy SIC conditions. To consume
as little energy as possible, we consider both minimum sending power in Eq. (1) and minimum received power in Eq. (5),
then take the minimum power which meets Eq. (1) and Eq. (5)
as the actual power. From Eqs. (1)–(5), the sending power
of each node within the same cluster can be determined sequentially.
On the premise of the above, a heuristic clustering
power control algorithm based on SIC is proposed. First,
all nodes in the network are sorted according to the distance
from the base station. Then the base station is taken as the
center of the circle, and the region is divided circle regions
according to different radius sizes, so that the node falls in
each circle area. And then searches the nearest node which
is not clustered to the base station by traversing each area.
If this node satisfies certain conditions, add it to the cluster and recording the real transmission power(calculated by
Eqs. (1)–(5)). If no node can satisfy the concurrent communication conditions, a round of traversal is terminate. After
terminating a round of search, the next cluster is searched
according to the same rules, and the algorithm terminates
when all nodes are assigned to the cluster. Notice that each
node can only belong to one cluster. When all the sensors
nodes are clustered, the control power of each clustered node
is also obtained.
As is shown in Fig. 2, there are 6 nodes named from
A to F, and the distance from each node to the base station

Fig. 2

Clustered node power control algorithm.

follows the relationship: d A ≤ d B ≤ . . . ≤ d F . The region
is divided into 3 areas named area I, II and III. In the area
I, the nearest node A meet the conditions so set it as the
first node of the first cluster, then calculate its transmission
power by Eqs. (1)–(5) and record it. Next find in area II,
if the nearest node C satisfies the conditions of concurrent
communication with node A, add node C to the first cluster
as the second node. Then finding the nearest node in area
III, if node E satisfies the conditions of sending data to the
base station at the same time with node A and node C, add
it to the first cluster as the third node. But if node E does
not meet the conditions, the search for the first cluster’s
nodes ends because area III is the farthest area from the base
station. Similarly, searching the nodes for the second cluster
in the left nodes. Add the nearest node B in area I and the
nearest node D in area II to the second cluster if they meet
the conditions. Then the same method is used to inspect the
node F in area III. If node F cannot be added to the second
cluster, it will be the first node in the third cluster. When
all nodes are clustered, the control power of each clustered
node is also obtained by Eqs. (1)–(5).
Clustering nodes can only ensure that the nodes in the
same cluster can send data at the same time. If multiple clusters send at the same time, it is likely that conflicts will occur.
Therefore, time slice scheduling mechanism is adopted in the
data link layer. That is to say, each cluster has an exclusive
time slice. It is advisable to divide the time period T into k
time slices according to the number of clusters, and the transmission of each cluster takes up one time slice. The length
of time slice is t 1 , t 2 ,. . .,t k , respectively. The time slices for
nodes communicating to the base station are determined by
the total transmission rate of all nodes in each cluster. In
order to make nodes to send more data, time slices for each
sensor node can be set as follows:
P
P
i ∈N Ri
i ∈N Ri
t1 : t2 : . . . : tk = P 1
: P 2
:
i ∈N Ri
i ∈N Ri
P
(6)
i ∈N Ri
... : P k
i ∈N Ri
where t k indicates the time slices of the kth cluster, and Nk
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is the set of all sensor nodes in the kth cluster.
The heuristic clustered power control algorithm based
on SIC realizes clustering and multi-nodes concurrent communication, and achieves higher network throughput with
smaller power. It is implemented as follows.
Algorithm 1 Power Control Algorithm Based on SIC
Require: the number of areas divided w and related parameters
Ensure: the controlled power of clustered node Pvk
Initialize each area lists AListu (u = 1, 2, · · · , w)
inter val ← [max(di ) − min(di )]/w
mindist ance ← min(di )
while i ≤ N do
u = d(di − mindist ance)/inter vale
if u = 0 then
Add the node i into the first area list AList1
else
Add the node i into the uth area list AListu
end if
end while
while all the area list AListu are not null do
Construct the kth cluster
while AListu is not null and the neatest node meet the conditions of
Eq.1– Eq.4 do
Add the node into the area list C Listk , delete this node in AListu
and record the power as Pvk . (v represents it is the vth node in C Listk )
Find the next area list AListu+1
end while
Start constructing the next cluster C Listk+1
end while

However, compared with no concurrent communication, the demand for energy of sensor nodes is greatly improved. Then we can combine wireless charging technology
to design a specific working strategy in this WSN to prolong
the network lifetime.
2.3

Charging Model

The period of the charging cycle is the length of the completion of a complete energy supply, consisting of three parts:
(i) the length of the WCE staying in service station τvac ;
(ii) the length of WCE moving in the network τp ;
(iii) the sum of the charging time of the sensor nodes deployed in all networks Στi .
There are two types of charging cycle: the general
charging cycle and the initial charging cycle [16]. The initial
charging cycle will be discussed later. If the length of the
initial charging cycle is τ, the start time of the first general
charging cycle is τ and the end time of this cycle is 2τ. We
formally define a general charging cycle as follows.
Definition 1. Each node has the same energy curve of its
any general charging cycle. The energy level of a sensor
node i (i ∈ N ) exhibits a general charging cycle if it meets
the following two conditions:
(i) At the end of the general charging cycle, the energy of

Fig. 3

Complete charging cycle of partially recharged.

node i is equal to the energy at the start of the charging
cycle over a period of τ;
(ii) The dump energy of any time cannot be less than Emin .
Charging cycle of partially recharged is illustrated in
Fig. 3. If the periodic working mode can be determined, the
rest of the cycles can be regarded as the extension of the first
charging cycle. So we only need to consider the case of the
first general charging cycle, which is also within t ∈ [τ, 2τ].
Suppose the WCE traverses all nodes by the physical
path p = (π0, π1, · · · , π N , π0 ), which starts from and ends
at the service station (i.e., π0 = S). Denote the ith node
traversed by the WCE along path p as πi , i ∈ N . Denote the
Euclidean distance between the service station and the first
sensor node visited along p as d π0,π1 , and the Euclidean distance between the kth and (k + 1)th sensor nodes as d πk ,πk+1 ,
respectively. The arrival time of WCE at ith sensor node ai
on the traversal path in the first general charging cycle can
be obtained by
a πi

i−1
i−1
X
d πk ,πk+1 X
=τ+
τk
+
V
k=0
k=1

(7)

Denote D p the physical distance of path p, so τp =
D p /V . τvac is the vacation time of WCE. The complete
charging cycle τ is computed as
X
τ = τp + τvac +
τi
(8)
i ∈N

Each node only consumes power in its own time slices
and is dormant in the remaining time. Denote Pik the relative
power of node i in the kth cluster and Pik the real power, then
the constraint on them can be written as
Pik = Pk

tk

m=1 t m

· Pik

(9)

In Definition 1, the amount of energy consumed by node
i is equal to the energy supplied by WCE. If the charging
power of WCE is U and the charging time is τi . Therefore,
τ · Pik = τi · U

(i ∈ N )

(10)

Note that when the WCE visits the node i at time ai , it
does not have to recharge node’s battery to Emax . Denote
the starting energy of node i as Ei and the energy level at
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2.4

Cross-Layer Optimization Problem Construction

To make the WCE stay at the service station as long as possible, naturally, taking the percentage of time that WCE takes
a vacation over a cycle τvτa c as the optimization objective.
The optimization problem is formulated as follows.
Fig. 4

Energy consumption rate-time diagram in charging cycle.

time t as ei (t), respectively. The residual energy of the node
is always increasing during the energy replenishment stage,
and the residual energy in other phases will decrease all the
time.
Therefore, the energy level has only two approximate
slopes within a cycle [τ, 2τ]: (i) a slope of −Pi when the
WCE is not at this node during non-charging period, and (ii)
a slope of (U − Pi ) when the WCE is charging this node at a
rate of U during charging period. The energy consumption
rate is shown in Fig. 4.
Because the energy level cannot be less than Emin and
more than Emax within t ∈ [τ, 2τ], we have ei (t) within
t ∈ [τ, 2τ] must satisfy
Emin ≤ ei (ai ) ≤ ei (t) ≤ ei (ai + τi ) ≤ Emax

(11)

where ei (ai ) represents the residual energy of node i when
WCE arrives at it, which is the lowest energy level over the
whole general charging cycle. Also, ei (ai + τi ) represents
the residual energy of node i when WCE leaves it, which is
the highest energy.
When the battery energy is charged to Emax during the
WCE’s traversal, the optimal objective maximizing the ratio
of the WCE’s vacation time over the cycle time is equally
good as the battery is partially recharged [16]. Thus, we can
only consider the situation of fully recharged. In Fig. 3, Ei =
ei (2τ). To ensure the second requirement in Definition 1,
ei (ai ) and Ei can be represented as
Ei = ei (ai + τi ) − (2τ − (ai + τi )) ·
= Emax − (2τ − (ai + τi )) · Pik

Pik
(12)

= Emax − (2τ − (ai + τi )) · Pik
For ei (ai ) is the residual energy after consumed energy during non-charging period, we have From Fig. 3 the residual
energy constraint of node i at each time point of the charging
cycle can be derived. From Fig. 3, ei (ai ) can be represented
as From the energy level diagram in reference [16], ei (ai )
can be represented as
ei (ai ) = Ei − (ai − τ) · Pik
= Emax − ((2τ − ((ai + τi )) · Pik − (ai − τ) · Pik
= Emax − (τ − τi ) · Pik
≥ Emin

OPT 1
max
s.t.

τv a c
τ

(8) ∼ (13)
τi, τp, τvac, τ, Pik ≥ 0 (i ∈ N )

In this problem, τp , τvac are optimization variables; Pik
can be obtained by the power control algorithm; U, V , Emax ,
Emin are constants. This problem is a nonlinear optimization
problem and cannot be solved directly in polynomial time
since it contains nonlinear objective ( τvτa c ) and product terms
in constraints. In the next section, we will discuss how to
simplify the formulations and transform the problem OPT 1
into an equivalent linear problem.
3.

Model Optimization and Solution

Theorem 2. The WCE must move along the shortest Hamiltonian cycle that crosses all the nodes and the service station
in an optimal solution with the maximal τvτa c .
Theorem 2 can be proved by contradiction [16]. In addition, any shortest Hamiltonian cycle and traverse direction
can achieve the same optimal objective. The shortest Hamiltonian cycle can be obtained by solving the well-known Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP).
Denote DT S P as the total traversal path distance and
τT S P = DT S P /V as the traversal time. With the optimal
traversal path, Eq. (8) is reformulated as
X
τ = τT S P + τvac +
τi
(14)
i ∈N

We can observe that there are nonlinear terms in OPT
1 where the target function contains ratio term. Then we
use change-of-variable technique to replace the optimization
variables in the objective function and constraints to simplify
the formulation. For the nonlinear objective τvτa c , we define
η vac =

τvac
τ

(15)

For Eq. (10), we can remove nonlinear terms
by defining

τ0 = τT S P + τvac



 η 0 = τ0
τ



τi
ηi = τ

(i ∈ N )

1
τ

and

τi
τ

(16)

Then Eq. (8) is reformulated as

(i ∈ N )
(13)

n
X
m=0

ηm = 1

(17)
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2

2

(k−1)
k k
2
endpoints are ( k−1
m , m2 ) and ( m , m2 ). Since y = η i is a
convex function, (η i, γi ) must be above (η i, η i2 ), and γi −η i2 ≤
1
. The equation can be proved by the maximum value of
4m2
γi − η i2 , so it is not necessary to elaborate.
Denote θ i,k (1 ≤ k ≤ m, i ∈ N ) a binary variable
indicating whether η i falls within the kth segment. (i.e.,
k
if k−1
m ≤ η i ≤ m , then θ i,k = 1; otherwise, θ i,k = 0).
Obviously, θ i,k can only fall in one of the m segments, so
θ i,k is constrained as
m
X

θ i,k = 1

(25)

k=1

and (η i, γi ) on the kth chord is equivalent to

µi,0 ≤ θ i,1



 µi,k ≤ θ i,k + θ i,k+1



 µi,m ≤ θ i,m

Fig. 5 An illustration of piecewise linear approximation method (with
m = 4).

or equivalently τ = τT S P /(η 0 − η vac ). Similarly, Eq. (10)
and Eq. (11) can be reformulated (by dividing both sides by
τ) as
Pik = U · η i

(18)

(i ∈ N )

Pik (1 − η i ) · τT S P ≤ (Emax − Emin )(η 0 − η vac )

(19)


U · τT S P
· η i − η i2
Emax − Emin

By replacing η i2 with γi in Eq. (20), we have

µi,k−1 + µi,k = 1
0 ≤ µi,k−1, µi,k ≤ 1

η vac ≤ η 0 −

(i ∈ N ) (20)

There is a quadratic term η i2 in Eq. (20). An approximate linearization method is adopted to solve this problem,
in which the line between two points is used to replace the
quadratic curve so that the optimization problem is transformed into a linear programming problem. The key idea
is to use m piecewise linear segments to approximate the
quadratic curve (see Fig. 5).
Specific steps are as follows. Within the η i definition domain, the chord approximation of a series of points
k k2
{( m
, m2 )} (k = 0, 1, 2, · · · , m) on the line y = η i2 characterizes the curve y = η i2 . Then any point (η i, η i2 ) on the curve
can find a corresponding point (η i, γi ) on the chord. Then
we define
k −1
k
η i = µi,k−1 ·
+ µi,k ·
(21)
m
m
(k − 1) 2
k2
γi = µi,k−1 ·
+
µ
·
(22)
i,k
m2
m2
where µi,k−1 and µi,k are two weights and satisfy the following constraints. And
(23)
(24)

That is to say, (η i, γi ) must be a point on a chord whose

(26)

The constraints from Eq. (26) ensure that there are at
most two adjacent positive µ’s for each η i , Eq. (21), Eq. (22)
and Eq. (23) can now be rewritten for the entire piecewise
linear curve as follows.
Pm
k

η i = k=0
µi,k · m



P
 γi = m µi,k · k 22
(27)
k=0

m

 Pm
 k=0 µi,k = 1

By Eq. (16) and Eq. (18), constraint Eq. (19) can be rewritten
as
η vac ≤ η 0 −

(1 ≤ k < m)


U · τT S P
· η i − γi
Emax − Emin

(i ∈ N ) (28)

Now the problem OPT 1 is reformulated as follows.
OPT 2
max
s.t.

η vac
(15) ∼ (17), (21) ∼ (28)
0 ≤ η i, η vac ≤ 1 (i ∈ N )

In this problem, η i , η vac , γi , µi,k and θ i,k are optimization variables. Pik can be obtained by the power control algorithm. U, V , Emax , Emin , τT S P are constants. Once we solve
problem OPT 2, the solution to problem OPT 1 (i.e., calculate
the values for τ, τi , and τvac by Eqs.
q (14)– (17)). And
 m is
an approximate coefficient. m =

U ·τT S P
4 (Ema x −Emi n )

, where

 is the performance gap and is usually required 0 <  ≤ 1.
This can be proved that the solution constructed by the optimal solution of OPT 2 is the -suboptimal solution of OPT
1 [16].
After reformulation, the optimization problem becomes
a linear problem which can now be solved quickly by a solver
such as CPLEX or LINDO in polynomial time. Based on
the solution we can construct a feasible solution to problem
OPT 1.
4.

Initial Cycle Construction

The initial energy replenishment is the first stage in which
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all sensor nodes receive energy replenishment after the wireless sensor network is completed. In Sect. 3, we skipped the
discussion on how to construct the initial charging cycle before the first general charging cycle. In this section, we will
discuss how to design corresponding strategies for devices
in sensor networks in the initial energy replenishment stage.
Now with the optimal traveling path p (the shortest Hamiltonian cycle) and the feasible near-optimal solution (τi , τvac ,
. . . ) obtained in Sect. 3, we are ready to construct the initial
charging cycle.
It is obvious that at the beginning of the initial charging
stage, the residual energy value of the sensor node i is Emax
higher than the residual energy value ei (τ) that is the residual energy at the beginning of each general charging cycle.
Then, the initial charging stage cannot be combined with the
general charging cycle. At the end of the initial charge stage,
the residual energy value of the sensor node is equal to the
residual energy value of the sensor node at the beginning of
the first general charging cycle. Only in this way can the
transition from the initial charging stage to the first general
charging cycle be completed. Now we formally define an
initial charging cycle as follows.
Definition 2. The energy level of a sensor node i ∈ N
exhibits an initial energy cycle if it meets the following two
requirements: (i) it starts with the energy level of Emax and
ends with Ei , respectively; and (ii) it never falls below Emin
for t ∈ [0, τ].
The purpose of the initial energy replenishment phase
is to ensure that the remaining energy of the sensor node
meets certain requirements at the end of this phase, and can
be successfully assigned to the first general energy replenishment cycle, as shown in Fig. 6. The first general energy
replenishment cycle is the first cycle in the general energy
replenishment stage. In the initial energy supply phase, the
working mode of sensor nodes and WCE is guaranteed to be
the same as the normal energy supply cycle. The purpose
of phase connection can be achieved by adjusting the power
supply power.
Initial charging cycle is different from the general charging cycle at node i, which starts and ends with the same energy level Ei . Suppose that the initial charging cycle starts
with Emax and ends with Ei . When the WCE starts to

recharge the node at the general charging cycle, the residual
energy of the node is ei (ai ). In the initial energy replenishment cycle, when WCE begins to recharge the sensor node,
the remaining energy of the node is
ei (ai∗ ) = Emax − (Ei − ei (ai ))

(29)

If we adopt the same working strategy in the initial
charging stage as the general charging cycle, that is, in the
initial energy supply cycle use the same method of full
energy supply to make the energy of the sensor node is
up to Emax when the energy replenishment is completed
by WCE, and adjust the energy recharge power of WCE
to make sure that energy level satisfies the Definition 2.
For a solution ϕ = (Pi, Ri, τ, τi, τp, τvac, U) corresponding
to a general charging cycle for t ≥ τ, we can construct
∗ , U ∗ ) for the initial charging
ϕ∗ = (p∗, Pi∗, Ri∗, τ ∗, τi∗, τp∗, τvac
πi
cycle for t ∈ [0, τ] by letting p∗ = p, Pi∗ = Pi , Ri∗ = Ri ,
∗
τ ∗ = τ, τi∗ = τi , τp∗ = τp and τvac
= τvac , the only difference
∗
is Uπi . Thus, in the initial energy replenishment period, the
power Uπ∗i of WCE for energy replenishment can be obtained
from the following formula.
ei (ai∗ ) = Emax − τi · Pik + Uπ∗i · τi

(30)

there is,
ei (ai ) = Emax − τi · Pik + U · τi

(31)

then, we have
Uπ∗i = U −

Emax − Ei
τi

(32)

where Uπ∗i is the charging rate at ith node on the traversal
path during the initial charging cycle. And the value of
Ei, i ∈ N can be calculated by Eq. (7) and Eq. (12) in Sect. 2.
Obviously, Uπ∗i ≤ U because the starting energy ei (0) ≥
ei (τ) while they end with the same energy level. In this way,
we can construct the initial charging cycle (see Fig. 6).
5.

Simulation and Analysis

In this section, we will give simulation results of controlled
power of nodes and charging strategy of WCE to show the
advantage of using SIC in WRSN compared with without
SIC.
5.1

Simulation Platform

• The traversal path of WCE is the shortest Hamilton cycle
connecting the service station and all sensor nodes. The
solution of the shortest traversal path is similar to the
TSP traveler problem, which can be obtained by the
Concorde TSP Solver.
• The linear programming problem OPT 2 can be solved
by IBM WebSphere ILOG CPLEX toolkit.
5.2
Fig. 6 The connection between the initial charging cycle and the first
general charging cycle.

Simulation Parameter Setting

We consider a randomly generated single hop wireless sensor
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Table 1
Node
Index
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Location and data rate Ri for each node in a 20-node network.
Location

Ri (Kb/s)

(19, 43)
(46, 62)
(65, 45)
(24, 80)
(40, 24)
(20, 12)
(33, 69)
(12, 69)
(83, 32)
(75, 6)

44
20
72
75
27
55
54
60
83
13

Node
Index
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Location

Ri (Kb/s)

(7, 22)
(60, 57)
(40, 93)
(32, 63)
(53, 24)
(80, 47)
(69, 25)
(55, 8)
(73, 68)
(31, 8)

22
47
86
79
79
81
39
98
63
35

network consisting of 20 ∼ 50 sensor nodes respectively. The
sensor nodes are deployed over a square area of 100 m×100 m
∼ 500 m×500 m with the data rate randomly generated within
[10, 100] kb/s. The base station is located at (50, 45) (in
100 m × 100 m single-hop network). The service station is
at (0, 0). The travelling speed of the WCE is V = 5 m/s.
The WCE’s supply power for the nodes is U = 10 W. Other
parameters of energy consumption coefficients for transmitting data are ψ1 = 5 × 10−8 J/b, ψ2 = 1.3 × 10−15 J/(b·
m4 ), λ = 4 and β = 3. We consider a regular battery
whose nominal cell voltage is 1.2 V and quantity of electricity is 2.5 Ah. Let Emax = 1.2 × 2.5 × 3600 = 10800 J,
Emin = 0.05 × Emax = 540 J. In 100m×100m, the location
information and the data generation rate of each node are
shown in Table 1.

Fig. 7

Table 2

Power and recharging time for each node in a 20-node network.
Cluster

1

2

5.3

Results Analysis

The shortest traversal path found by using the Concorde
Solver is shown in Fig. 7. For this optimal cycle, DT S P =
380m and τT S P = 76s. Then we obtain the cycle time
τ = 124950s, and the objective η vac = 57.21%. Table 2
shows the transmission power of nodes after adopting the
power control strategy. The nodes are divided into 5 groups.
By solving the optimization problem, the WCE’s working
strategy over the general energy cycle can be obtained in the
single base station and single hop WSN. (See Table 2)
By using the time-slice scheduling strategy designed by
Eq. (6), the cluster with high transmission rate is allocated
longer working time slices. The throughput can be obtained
by calculating the relative transmission rate of each cluster.
We have the whole average data rate R̄ = 246.62Kb/s. If
SIC is not used, the average data rate is: R̄∗ = 56.6Kb/s.
After employing SIC, the average data rate can be increased
by about 4.36 times.
To verify the reliability of the experimental results, the
network size and number of nodes are changed in the simulation environment. Several experiments are done to verify
the applicability and scalability of WRSN using SIC and
wireless energy supply technology. (See Table 3). With the
increase of network scale, the distance between sensor nodes
and base station is generally increased, and the power of a
single node is also generally increased and closer to the upper
limit of power obtained by Eq. (1). According to the con-

Optimal traversal path of the WCE.

3

4

5

Location

Power(J/s)

(65, 45)
(53, 24)
(69, 25)
(73, 68)
(60, 57)
(40, 24)
(33, 69)
(83, 32)
(46, 62)
(32, 63)
(80, 47)
(55, 8)
(31, 8)
(19, 43)
(24, 80)
(20, 12)
(12, 69)
(75, 6)
(7, 22)
(40, 93)

0.0036
0.0434
0.4961
3.8444
0.0024
0.0348
0.3551
3.0121
0.0010
0.0136
0.1064
1.0086
6.2207
0.0023
0.0272
0.1191
0.4918
2.2212
0.0017
0.0069

Recharging
Time(%)
0.008
0.097
1.109
8.592
0.004
0.065
0.662
5.614
0.003
0.038
0.294
2.789
17.20
0.005
0.060
0.260
1.073
4.847
0.002
0.007

ditions of concurrent communication (Eq. (5)), fewer nodes
can send data at the same time, and the number of clusters
is also relatively increased. There are fewer nodes sending
data at the same time, so the average data transmission rate
will become smaller. Consequently, R̄ and the throughput
improvement decrease as the network size increase.
The simulation results with more nodes show that multiple node concurrency communication and wireless energy
supply scheme can also be used in broader coverage and
denser node deployment networks and can achieve the desired station time. The employment of interference management strategy and wireless energy supply technology can
greatly improve the network throughput and channel utilization ratio of the WSN while compensating the energy for all
sensor nodes to extend the network life cycle.
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Table 3

The simulation results in different networks.

Network Size

Number
of Nodes

100 m×100 m
100 m×100 m
200 m×200 m
200 m×200 m
300 m×300 m
300 m×300 m
400 m×400 m
400 m×400 m
400 m×400 m
500 m×500 m
500 m×500 m
500 m×500 m

30
40
30
40
30
40
30
40
50
30
40
50

6.

η v a c (%)

R̄
(Kb/s)

Throughput
Improvement

38.47
58.35
60.64
32.38
51.83
33.91
53.61
36.16
38.43
53.99
42.80
58.10

244.54
252.27
192.13
219.08
188.07
193.59
146.15
157.54
156.48
146.24
157.97
151.65

435%
484%
358%
408%
374%
382%
283%
300%
305%
260%
280%
263%

Conclusion

In order to alleviate the problem of communication interference and energy shortage at nodes in WSN, this paper
employed interference management to achieve concurrency
communication and WET to supply energy for sensor nodes,
which yields a more complicated problem model. To overcome this challenge, we jointly discussed the communication
characteristics of nodes and the working mode of WCE in
single hop network, then proposed a cross-layer optimization problem and transformed it into a linear problem which
yields the same optimization results to get the working strategy. Simulation results demonstrated that the channel utilization ratio was greatly improved and throughput could be
increased by 200% to 500% while prolonging the network
lifetime by using SIC and wireless energy supply technology.
Given this significant performance improvement, we will further study more complex network scenarios with multi-hop
transmission and multi base station in our future work.
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